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The right Tools to reach your Sales Objective
The Context

Curation tools

The last couple of years have been particularly critical for
companies, as the pressure to perform has increased in an
economical environment that at best has been unfavorable.

Curation tools are sales intelligence instruments that help
select, preserve, maintain, collect and archive content that is
relevant to your sales organization. They work as standalone
platforms or can be integrated directly into a CRM suit.
Everyone will agree that sales reps should maximize their
“customer-facing-time” and reduce their administrative work.

As a result sales organisations have been under tremendous
pressure to meet and exceed their objectives, in fact 92.1% of
companies have raised their quotas between 2011 and 2012 [1].
More than ever sales teams have to work smarter in order to
drive sales efficiency.

As the Aberdeen Group has demonstrated in their 2010 research [4], there are 4 main drivers to the increase use of Sales
Intelligence tools:

If this period of crisis has shown one thing, it is that traditional
sales techniques can no longer, on their own, help attain objectives and that sales organizations must review and improve
the way they approach their sales in order to maintain and
exceed the level of achievement they need.

• Inability to identify the most likely buyers of the product or
service
• A sales cycle that is too long
• Insufficient knowledge of the business needs of prospects
that are already in the sales funnel
• Insufficient penetration into existing accounts

According to the 2012 Accenture study “Connecting the Dots on
Sales Performance” [2], sales organizations have to improve in 3
key areas in order to be able to boost sales effectiveness:

Content curation tools increase the knowledge reps have of
their prospects or of their current customers, so that they
can make better informed sales calls and capitalize on the
information they have at hand in order to make those calls at
the most appropriate time.

• Customer-centric sales methodologies and processes
• Sales talent acquisition and retention practices
• Sales tool adoption
While those 3 areas have to work together and be improved
and worked upon simultaneously in order to ensure maximum
results, we will focus here on Sales tool adoption (and particularly on content curation tools) and on how those tools impact
the whole sales process.

The top Performers Benchmark
Peter Ostrow, of the Aberdeen Group, in his white
paper “Sales Intelligence: What B2B Sellers Need
to Know Before the Call” [3] has determined that out
of their top performers* that 75% declared having
insufficient knowledge of the business needs of
prospective buyers and 64% were unable to identify
the most likely buyers of the product or service.

Example of Sales Intelligence delivered straight
into Salesforce CRM in summary fromat.
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The Impact of curation tools on the sales process

Recommendations

Content curation tools are used to discover, retrieve, manage
and analyze content and information as it relates to specific
interests such as sales prospects. As such they enable reps to
make better- informed sales calls and meetings thus increasing heir chances of success.

When selecting Sales Intelligence tools thers are a few questions you need to answer before making a decision.
The better you define you needs, the more value the tools you
select will bring. Each sales organisation faces different challenges, but there are some key questions that are valid for all:

The gain in time is also considerable when we know that,
on average, a sales rep spends 24.1% of the workweek on
research and lead generation. The 2012 CSO Insights [5] study
has measured the impact of the deployment of sales tools
technologies (see chart 1) and the impact those technologies
have on the sales process is absolutely evident.

• Do I need a platform that is mobile and accessible everywhere? If your salesforce is external than you need to be
able to deliver the information where it matters to them.
• Do I need a standalone platform, one that integrates into an
pre-existing set of tools, or one that does both?
• How much data and which kind of data (structured or un
structured) does this platform need to be able to handle?
• What kind of intelligence do I need? General informa		
tion,
• How much time do I have to get the tools up-and-running
and how much time can my sales rep’s dedicate to learn
how to use those new tools?

The two areas directly impacted by content curation tools are
the communication between reps and manager, which sees
a staggering improvement of more than 51% and the reduced
administrative burden, which sees an increase in efficiency of
more than 27%.
Additionally such tools improve win rates by nearly 15%. This
could be the difference between achieving or not achieving
your sales quota.

Notes:

Sales Intelligence tools are essential to a
successful Sales Strategy

*Top performers are companies with an 88% retention rate. 8% enjoy an
increase in average deal sizes. 12.3% see an increase in total team
attainment and a 10.1% increase of sales reps achieving quota.

The use of Sales Intelligence tools and of content curation
tools has a powerful impact on multiple dimensions of the
sales process. Whether it is on time spent researching or on
the quality of that research, whether it is on improving communication, or meeting sales objectives and improving the
bottom-line, companies today cannot afford to overlook these
solutions if they want to compete on a level playing field. The
top performers recognize clear opportunities for improvement
and will act on them by adopting tools that answer those critical issues we have described.
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51.5%

Improved sales rep/manager comunication
41.7%

Improved forecast accuracy
27.2%

Reduced administrative burden on sales
Improved support of channels

21.4%

Improved order processing accuracy

21.4%
17.5%

Improved best practice sharing

Chart 1

Reduced new sales rep ramp-up time

16.5%

Other

16.5%

Improved win rates

14.6%

Increased revenues

14.6%

Shortened sales cycle

8.7%		
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About Squirro
Squirro is the leader in Context Intelligence,
combining structured and unstructured data to
provide the ‘Why’ behind the data. Squirro brings
the relevant context from the sea of information
directly to your regular workplace.
What Business Intelligence systems did for numbers, Squirro does for
content: make unstructured data usable. ‚So What?‘ - because achieving
this reduces searching time by 90% and allows for better, more effective
decision-making.
The highly skilled Swiss team of search experts has been working
together for over 10 years to create a precise software engineering
solution that delivers a real-time, self-learning embedded 360° context
radar.
Squirro: Your data in Context.
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